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ABSTRACT: We formulate a continuum approach to the
equation of state (density dependence of osmotic pressure) of
bulk DNA and encapsidated DNA, as well as review the phase
diagram of DNA in the regime of densities relevant for DNA
packing in bacteriophages. We derive the first integral of the
equilibrium equations that connects the behavior of DNA in
the bulk and in nanoscale enclosures, and we delineate the
changes wrought upon the mesophase equilibria of encapsi-
dated DNA. We show how multiphase equilibria and
complicated spatial distribution of DNA density and
orientation can emerge due to the curvature contribution to
the DNA osmotic pressure within the capsid.

I. INTRODUCTION

In vitro, long and short DNA in solutions exhibit a sequence of
ordered liquid-crystalline mesophases1,2 when there is an
increase in the DNA density,3−9 resulting in different forms
of DNA compaction in the biological milieu, characterized by
similar DNA lengths and densities, bathing solution conditions,
and osmotic pressures.10−13 These compacted forms of DNA in
the biological environment include most importantly the DNA
packing within bacteriophage capsids14,16−20 at osmotic
pressures exceeding 50 atm and at densities within the regime
of highly concentrated DNA solutions.21−25 The study of these
compacted forms of DNA is thus not only relevant from the
fundamental biophysics point of view but also illuminates the
molecular mechanisms of DNA packing in bacteriophages, as
well as constraints to the possible mechanisms of gene
delivery.21,22,26 The general outlines of the DNA phase diagram
in bulk solutions displays a progressive ordering phase
sequence: isotropic (I) → cholesteric (Ch) → line hexatic
(LH) (or hexagonal columnar H) → orthorhombic (OR);
however, many details, including the complete fragment length
dependence8,9 and the demarcation between the line hexatic
and hexagonal order, remain to be systematically investigated.
Packing of viral DNA in viro15 such as in bacteriophages

T7,16 T4,17 epsilon15,20,27 P22,19 and ϕ 29,18,28,29 provides a
detailed picture of the genome organization inside bacter-
iophage proteinaceous capsids. At densities corresponding to
full packing, DNA appears to be wrapped into a coaxial inverse
spool, characterized by orientational ordering and high packing
density close to the capsid wall that both appear to decay
toward the center of the capsid characterized by a depletion
hole. In contrast, the T5 bacteriophage DNA appears to show a
more complicated ordered structure, exhibiting mesophase
domains without a fully developed inverse spool symmetry.30,31

Faced with the structural details of the packing of DNA inside
bacteriophage capsids, an evident question is in what way(s) a
confining proteinaceous enclosure interferes with the order
exhibited by DNA in the bulk solution at nominally the same
bathing conditions. A mesoscale continuum approach, based on
the physics of liquid crystals,32−35 allows us to connect the two
and to derive some general consequences that can guide our
detailed understanding of the genome packing in bacterioph-
ages.

II. RESULTS
A. DNA Phase Diagram. We limit ourselves to the

consideration of monovalent salt bathing solutions exclu-
sively.36 Long Na-DNA in solutions above 650 mg/mL (or
above ∼90% relative humidity) is in an orthorhombic (OR)
crystalline phase37 and in A-form conformation with a helical
pitch of ∼2.9 nm (∼3.4 nm for B-form).38 Short(er) 50 nm Na-
DNA fragments are in the OR phase above 670 mg/mL but do
not show the A-form fingerprint.8 In the OR phase, the DNA
density appears to remain unchanged upon further drying
below 90% relative humidity.38 Lower density osmotic stress
experiments, in which the osmotic pressure is tightly
controlled,39−41 indicate that long DNA solutions are in the
line hexatic (LH) mesophase, characterized by long-range
orientational and bond orientational orders42 and short-range
positional order.12,43 The OR → LH transition at osmotic
pressure ∼170 atm is characterized by a discontinuous DNA
density change as well as the first-order X-ray diffraction peak
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broadening, with the appearance of a 6-fold symmetric
azimuthal scattering intensity profile at lower densities,12,37

Figure 1. Na-DNA remains in the LH phase over the whole
interval of 650−350 mg/mL, while short(er) 50 nm Na-DNA
fragments show a different phase sequence, being in 3D
hexagonal columnar phase below 670 mg/mL with progressive
disordering to a 2D hexagonal columnar phase at 380 mg/mL8

Besides the LH, the other important DNA mesophase at
densities relevant for capsid packing is the cholesteric (Ch)
phase,44 characterized by a much broader diffraction peak than
in the LH phase, indicating strong conformational fluctuations.
The LH → Ch transition is also characterized by a
discontinuous change in the DNA density at osmotic pressure
∼6 atm and DNA density 300 mg/mL and thus appears to be
of first-order.37 The Ch phase then extends to concentrations of
∼13 mg/mL when DNA finally enters into the isotropic
phase.45 In both, the Ch and LH phases, DNA is organized in a
lattice with local hexagonal symmetry,46 with the bond
orientational order in the Ch phase being short-range, while
it becomes macroscopic in the LH phase.47 This implies that
the long-fragment DNA packs in a straight parallel untwisted
arrangement in the LH phase, exhibiting long-range bond-
orientational order in the directions perpendicular to the
ordered axes of the molecules.12,43 Very short fragment B-form
DNA oligomers of 6 to 20 base pairs in length have been shown
to exhibit isotropic, hexagonal columnar liquid crystal phases
and crystal phases, with increasing DNA concentration.9

The positional order in both phases, LH and Ch, for long-
fragment DNA thus remains liquid-like, i.e., short-range (unlike
in the case of short fragment DNA8), the bond orientational
order and the local positional ordering change abruptly at the
transition between these two phases, exhibiting all the
characteristics of a discontinuous, first-order transition.37 This
discontinuous transiton in univalent NaCl solution also bears
some resemblance to the DNA condensation transition in
polyvalent salts,48,49 such as CoHex, at subcritical concen-
trations, that thus bears some similarity to the Ch → LH
transition in NaCl solutions.
B. In Vitro Equation of State. The in vitro equation of

state (EOS) relates the osmotic pressure, p, with density, ρ, in a
bulk DNA solution.50 EOS depends on temperature (T),
concentration (n), and salt type (i) of the bathing solution, and
can be written as

ρ=p p T n( ; , )i0 (1)

The index 0 refers to the bulk. Since osmotic stress experiments
are done in equilibrium with a bulk salt reservoir, i.e., at a
constant chemical potential of all the salt species, ni is just

short-hand for the chemical potential of the various salt types in
the bulk.39 The EOS of DNA contains different contributions
in different parts of its phase diagram.37,50 Furthermore, the
details of the EOS of DNA depend strongly on the type of the
ions in the bathing solution.51 Even exchanging Na for Li, see
Figure 2, has an important quantitative effect on osmotic

pressure, while changing the valency of the ion results in
qualitative changes in the DNA−DNA interactions, phase
diagram as well as EOS of DNA solutions.52

Line Hexatic Phase. Here, the osmotic pressure can be
decomposed into an electrostatic53 and a hydration contribu-
tion:54

= +p p p0 e h (2)

Both of them decay approximately exponentially with the
interaxial spacing dint. A simplified cell model and a linearized
PB theory,55 considering DNA as a charged cylinder of radius a

Figure 1. Appearance of a 6-fold symmetric azimuthal intensity profile of the first-order X-ray diffraction peak for the oriented DNA suggests that
long-fragment DNA packs in a straight parallel untwisted arrangement in the LH phase,12 with long-range bond-orientational order perpendicular to
the axis of the molecules. (a) X-ray oriented parallel and (b) perpendicular to the average director. Disordered Ch phase gives a liquid-like circlular
diffraction pattern (c). Direction of incident X-ray beam is indicated by the arrow.

Figure 2. Equation of state for 0.5 M NaCl (upper curve - red) and 0.5
M LiCl (lower curve - black) fitted from the data. Lower horizontal
axis is for interaxial spacings and upper horizontal axis is for DNA
density, assuming hexagonal packing symmetry. At high densities,
there is the OR → LH and, at lower densities, the LH → Ch phase
transition. The curves are obtained from fits to osmotic stress raw
data.37 The images indicate the scattering intensity footprints of
different phases. OR phase is virtually incompressible.
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≈ 10 Å for B-DNA, surrounded by electrolyte in a cylindrical
cell of radius R = dint/2 = R(ρ), gives the electrostatic part of
the osmotic pressure to the leading order as

λ
λ

=
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥p R A

K R
K a

( )
( / )
( / )e e

0 D

1 D

2

(3)

K0(x) and K1(x) are the cylindrical Bessel functions of the
second kind. λD is the Debye length and Ae = σ2/ϵϵ0, where σ is
the effective surface charge density of DNA, with ϵ0 the vacuum
permittivity and ϵ ≈ 80 for water. For fully charged B-DNA, σ =
e0/(2πab), where e0 is the elementary charge and b ≈ 1.7 Å is
the linear density of phosphates along the molecule. The Debye

decay length can be obtained as λD = 3.08 Å I M/ ( ) , where
I(M) is the molar ionic concentration.
The short-range hydration repulsion contribution, ph(R), can

be described phenomenologically by analogous formalism as
the electrostatic repulsion56 with
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with λh ≈ 2.2 Å. Fits give Ah = 1019 atm and Ae ≈ 155 atm,
independent of [NaCl]. The decomposition of the total
osmotic pressure into electrostatic and hydration parts can be
substantiated by a comprehensive theoretical description taking
into account the details of the DNA−DNA interactions.57,58

Cholesteric Phase. Short range positional order leads to
strong fluctuation effects in this phase.59,60 They can be
quantified via the steric Odijk deflection length or more
appropriately through the fluctuation renormalized bare
interaction potentials of the electrostatic and hydration
types.13,61,62 The osmotic pressure in this case is given by

= + + +p p p p p p( )0 e h fl e h (5)

indicating that the fluctuation part of the pressure pfl depends
on the underlying bare interaction part, pe + ph and can be
calculated directly from Frank−Oseen elastic free energy for
polymer nematics63 by tracing out the Gaussian fluctuations
around a straight ground state.13 Osmotic pressure due to
fluctuations is then derived as
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with where Bb is the bare osmotic compressibility modulus in
the DNA cholesteric phase, i.e.

π
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K is the bending elastic constant K = ρ(2) Kc, where ρ
(2) is the

2D number density of DNA chains perpendicular to their
helical axes and Kc = (kBT)Lp is the bending rigidity of a single
DNA chain, Lp (≈ 50 nm for B-DNA), depending very weakly
on [NaCl].64,65 qmax equals up to a constant (c) the Brillouin
zone (per DNA chain) radius, i.e., qmax → c × (π/dint),
indicating that dint can be replaced with an effective separation,
deff = dint/c. The fluctuation contribution in the stiffer LH phase
was assumed to be negligible.13

The form of the entropic (i.e., fluctuational) contribution to
the EOS immediately reveals that any bare osmotic pressure
component with an exponential dependence on R, and a
characteristic decay length λ is renormalized into a longer range
form with a fluctuation-enhanced effective decay length ∼4λ,
due to the fourth root in pfl*, eq 6. This fluctuation
enhancement of the underlying bare interactions is closely
related to the behavior of interacting fluid membranes.66,67

3. Line Hexatic - Cholesteric Phase Transition. At the Ch
→ LH transition there is a discontinuous change of interaxial
spacing from dint,C* to dint,H* , at the transition osmotic pressure
ptr, resulting from the balance between the osmotic pressure in
the LH and the Ch phases and an attractive osmotic pressure
component, Πea, similar to the case of the van der Waals
isotherm.46 This effective attraction appears and can be
interpreted also as a diminished repulsion emerging from a
structural adaptation of the DNA chains to hydration
interactions at high densities.58 It is assumed to follow the
same form as the bare interaction repulsion, i.e., the sum of two
terms accounting for the two interactions of different origin,
but with different characteristic decay lengths
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where λh̃ and λẽ are found to be λh̃ ∼ 2.4 λh and λẽ ∼ 2.4 λD,
respectively.37

The fact that the effective attractive (diminished repulsion)
osmotic pressure component has a decay length about two
times larger than the repulsive yields a discontinuous first-order
transition by the application of the standard Maxwell equal-area
construction but otherwise does not qualitatively change the
EOS. If the Ch → LH transition starts at density ρ1 and is
complete at density ρ2, then the transition osmotic pressure is
obtained from

∫ ρ
ρ

ρ − ≡
ρ

ρ d
p p( ( ) ) 02 tr

1

2

(9)

Fitting the experimental transition pressure, one then obtains
the parameters of eq 8: Ãh ≈ 14 atm appears to be common for
all salt concentrations, while Ãe varies with salt concentration in
the interval [17−27] atm for [NaCl] between 0.1 and 0.4 M,
respectively.

C. In Viro Equation of State. The inverse spool model,
first proposed by Grosberg and collaborators68,69 and later
repeatedly elaborated,32,70−81 is based on the idea of
decomposition of the DNA free energy into an interaction
term and a curvature term. The packing of DNA confined by
the inner surface of the capsid in the inverse spool, allows it to
act like a coiled osmotic spring once it is allowed to expand,82

ready to release its chemical and mechanical energy through the
portal complex on docking onto a bacterial cell wall.83

Elastic curvature energy is proportional to the square of local
DNA curvature within the Euler−Kirchhoff model of an elastic
filament,84−86 which appears to be a consistent description of
DNA on mesoscales.84,87 The persistence length of DNA has
been measured by a variety of methods, starting with light
scattering,88 with satisfactory consensus among the results.86,89

In the inverse spool decomposition, the interaction part of the
inverse spool model is furthermore assumed to be given by the
EOS of DNA in the bulk,32 as discussed above.
DNA conformation within the bacteriophage capsid can be

treated in the framework of the liquid crystalline nanodroplet
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model32 within a local thermodynamic theory based on the
position dependent unit director n = n(r) and density ρ = ρ(r)
fields.90 This description consistently describes the complete
local thermodynamic equilibrium, which seems experimentally
well justified, except in the case of fast DNA ejection where
nonequilibrium structures are possible and local thermody-
namic equilibrium is not established. Assuming futhermore that
the encapsidated DNA is in chemical equilibrium with the
capsid exterior, the total free-energy density of thus
encapsidated DNA can be decomposed as

ρ ρ ρ ρ μ∇ ∇= + −f f fn n r r n r n r r( , , ) ( ( )) ( ( ), ( ), ( )) ( )0 D
(10)

on the level of local thermodynamics.91 The first term
represents the density dependent part of the free energy and
describing the bulk DNA, while the second part is due to
encapsidation induced elastic deformation, depending on the
density as well as director. μ is the chemical potential associated
with the equilibrium between the inside and the outside
compartments. It is a function of the osmotic pressure in the
external compartment. The index 0 will from now on be used
solely for the bulk DNA that is not encapsidated and thus
elastically deformed. Above, we do not specifically consider the
issue of DNA chain connectivity (see below)93,94 and we note
that the above Ansatz already takes into account the coupling
between the thermal curvature fluctuations (entropic inter-
actions11), while the bending rigidity contains also the
contribution of DNA−DNA interactions (bending rigidity
renormalization92).
At constant temperature the Gibbs−Duhem equation in the

local thermodynamic approximation is reduced to

ρ
μ

ρ
∂

∂
=

p r
r

( ( ))
( )0
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where p0(ρ) is the bulk EOS described in Section II B.
Assuming furthermore that the deformation energy density is
given by the Frank−Oseen Ansatz,95,96 one can write

ρ ρ∇ ∇= × ×f Kr n r n r r n r n r( ( ), ( ), ( ))
1
2

( )( ( ) ( ( )))D 3
2

(12)

The bending elastic modulus in the case of a semiflexible
polymer liquid crystal has the form K3(ρ) ∼ KcLbpρ where

=K k Tc B P is the intrinsic elastic modulus of the polymer
with P its persistence length and Lbp is the phosphate-
phosphate separation along the DNA. The other terms in the
elastic free energy are assumed to be negligible: the splay term
is neglected because the cylindrical spool Ansatz automatically
satisfies the condition ∇·n = 0, while the twist term is small on
the length scale of a viral capsid.97

First Integral. The thermodynamic equilibrium conditions
are obtained from the Euler−Lagrange (EL) equations of the
free energy eq 10. The first EL equation can be derived as95,96

ρ
ρ ρ μ∇∂

∂
+ =f f n n( ( ) ( , , ))0 D (13)

and by introducing the stress tensor95,96

σ ρ ρ∇ ∇= − ∂
∂ ∂

∂
n

f nn n n n( , , )
( )

( , , )il
l k

i kD (14)

the second EL equation can be written in the form

ρ μ ρ σ ρ ∇∂ + ∂ =n n( ) ( ( , , )) 0i l il0 (15)

that describes the mechanical, i.e. force equilibrium in the
system under osmotic stress. The forces originate partially in
osmotic stresses stemming from the DNA−DNA interactions,
the first term in the above equation, and partially in elastic
stresses, the second term in the same equation.
These equations are the explicit thermodynamic equilibrium

conditions that determine ρ(r) and n(r)95,96 and have a first
integral in the form32

ρ ρ ∇+ =p f pr r n r n r( ( )) ( ( ), ( ), ( ))0 D (16)

where p is a constant, equal to external osmotic pressure if
DNA is in equilibrium with the external phase, or equal to the
osmotic pressure in the capsid, if it is not. The above first
integral can be derived exactly for a nonuniform polymer
nematic, i.e. n = n(r) as well as ρ = ρ(r), and is an extension of
the standard result valid for a uniform nematic, ρ = const.95,96

The form of the first integral eq 16 is very similar to the first
integral of the Poisson−Boltzmann theory where p0 plays the
role of van’t Hoff pressure of ions and f D the role of the
Maxwell stress tensor.98

In the local thermodynamic approximation p0(ρ(r)) is given
simply by the bulk EOS eq 1 at the local DNA density equal to
ρ(r)

ρ ρ=p p T nr r( ( )) ( ( ); , )i0 0 (17)

The mechanical equilibrium condition eq 16 then simply
demands that the full osmotic pressure p of encapsidated DNA
is shared between the bulk equation of state and the
deformation stress. The first integral eq 16 allows us to use
the experimental EOS data directly, without any need to fit
them to the corresponding free energies.70−77

Inverse Spool and Generalizations. In the case of the
inverse spool model with assumed cylindrical symmetry,32 the
director has only a polar component with respect to the z axis,
n = ϕ̂, with

θ
θ

ϕ∇× × = ̂ + ̂
r r

rn n( )
cos
sin

1
(18)

where r,̂ϕ̂ and θ̂ are the unit radial, polar, and azimuthal vectors
in polar spherical coordinates.99 As a consequence the DNA
density within the capsid has the form ρ(r) = ρ(r, θ). For this
director spatial profile, the mechanical equilibrium condition eq
16 assumes the form

ρ θ ρ θ+ Φ =−

⊥

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟p r r

L

r
p( ( , )) 1

1
2

( ( , ))0
1 p bp

2
(19)

where the osmotic coefficient is Φ(ρ(r, θ)) = p0(ρ(r, θ))/
(kBTρ(r, θ)) and the axial distance from the inverse spool axis
r⊥ = r sin θ. As is evident from the above equation, since for
DNA solutions Φ ≫ 1, the effect of the curvature is overall
small, relevant only around the axis of the spool at separation
on the order of the geometric average of p and Lbp scaled
down by the osmotic coefficient. This sets also the size of a
depletion hole of the DNA liquid crystalline nanodrop within
the capsid.32

Since the length of DNA inside the capsid, L, is fixed, one
needs to add a constraint

∫ ∫π θ θ ρ θ=
π

L L d r r dr2 sin ( , )
R

bp
0 0

2
(20)
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A good approximate form of the density profile ρ(r, θ),
obtained from of eq 19 can be written in the form

ρ θ ρ
ξ

=
+
⊥

⊥
r

r
r

( , ) 0

2

2 2
(21)

where ρ0 is the solution of the bulk EOS at pressure p

ρ =p p( )0 0 (22)

and the size of the depletion hole, ξ, is given by

ξ ρ= Φ −p L
1
2

( , )2
0

1
p bp (23)

where the osmotic coefficient is now Φ(ρ0, p) = p/(kBTρ0), to
match the exact limits obtainable from eq 19. In general, the
first integral equation can be solved numerically for ρ(r, θ) by
using the EOS p0(ρ(r, θ)) described in the previous section.32

DNA bending has an important influence on the density profile
within the capsid, with a clearly discernible cylindrical depletion
hole of radius ξ, observable only for sufficiently low osmotic
pressures (small genome packing fractions) where the inverse
osmotic coefficient does not vanish. For high enough pressures,
the capsid is almost uniformly filled with DNA.
Depending on whether DNA can exchange between the

capsid compartment and the external solution, the total osmotic
pressure p in the first integral eq 16 can be read in two different
ways, depending on the context. If the length of the
encapsidated DNA, eq 20, is given, then eq 19 provides a
solution ρ(r, θ) as well as p, equilibrium pressure acting on the
walls of the capsid. In this case eq 20, with the Ansatz eq 21,
can be rewritten as

ρ ρ= Φ = → =L L R p p L R p p p L R( , ( ), ( , )) ( , ) ( , )0 0

(24)

and the osmotic pressure within the cpasid as a function of the
encapsidated length can be read off directly. On the other hand,
if the external osmotic pressure p is given and DNA is in
equilibrium with the external solution at that osmotic pressure,
then eq 20 provides the length of the encapsidated DNA,
corresponding to that externally set osmotic pressure p.100 The
two problems then yield either p = p(L, R) or L = L(p, R).32 It
is this latter case that is relevant for experiments started in the
Gelbart lab and recently reviewed in ref 101.

The inverse spool Ansatz need not enter the description of
DNA ordering a priori. A continuum description102,103 based
on a minimal33 or a full Landau−de Gennes free-energy model
with the continuity of the DNA chain properly taken into
account34,35 leads to more complicated and less symmetric
packaging configurations, such as the folded toroid config-
uration as observed in experiments104 and simulations;105 in
fact, the chain connectivity is particularly important in all the
cases when no a priori Ansatz for the symmetry of the chain
packing is introduced. In the coarse-grained, continuum
description, the connectivity is taken into account by a
constraint on the chain flux vector, linking the density
variations and the director deformations, enforced by a penalty
potential as described in ref 34. A simplified form of this
constraint can be cast into the form of a divergence of a chain
flux vector106−109

ρ∇· =n( ) 0s (25)

where ρs(r) is the surface density of polymer chains perforating
the plane perpendicular to the nematic director n(r). In the
minimal free-energy model, the chain flux is treated as a coarse-
grained order parameter field, leading in general to nonaxially
symmetric packaging topologies: the coaxial spool, the simple
solenoid, and the twisted-solenoid, where only the twisted-
solenoid can effectively fill the volume without the presence of
voids.33 The minimal free-energy model of Shin and Grason33

can be generalized first of all by introducing the chain flux
conservation law,34 and splitting the free-energy into an elastic
part containing Frank terms for splay, twist, and bend of the
director, possibly with cholesteric interactions included35

together with the polymer density part that selects two
different densities corresponding to two different ordered
phases, e.g., the line hexatic and the cholesteric phases, or the
ordered and the isotropic phases. The chain flux continuity
condition belongs to a hierarchy of conditions on the order
parameters of different tensorial order of polymer nemato-
gens;93 the lowest order form of this hierarchy was derived by
de Gennes106 and Meyer.107 The appropriate variables in this
case are the complete director field, a(r), describing the
orientation and the degree of order and defined as a = an,
where a is the degree of order with a maximum possible value
of a = 1, and the polymer density field, ρ(r)), with the
corresponding free-energy as34

Figure 3. Density (represented by color coding, in arbitrary units) and orientation (represented by coarse-grained director lines) profiles obtained
from the complete Landau−de Gennes free energy together with the imposed chain flux continuity constrained for main chain polymer nematics
such as DNA.34 (a) An almost ideal, spontaneous (no Ansatz) monophase inverse spool configuration with disordered core. (b) Deviations from the
inverse spool configuration with disordered core in phase equilibrium with the nematic perifery. In this quasi twisted-solenoid configuration
occurring for more expensive density variations, director distortion in the core is reduced by spontaneous twisting of either sign (no chiral interaction
is included in the free energy). (c) In the case of a wider confinement and cheaper density variations, nematic interactions and the chain flux
constraint lead to broken polar symmetry with an asymmetric disordered core. The capsid is indicated by the black circular line.
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ρ ρ ρ ρ μ∇ ∇̃ = ̃ + ̃ −f f fa a r r a r a r r( , , ) ( ( )) ( ( ), ( ), ( )) ( )0 D
(26)

The deformation energy, fD̃, now contains all Frank terms,
splay, twist, and bend, as well as their coupling to the density,
whereas the bulk free-energy, f0̃(ρ(r)), contains the proper
description of the density change for the different phase(s).
Furthermore, the chain flux conservation is absolutely crucial
and eliminates the redundant antipodal radial defects that
would otherwise be present. The assumed boundary condition
is that the orientation of the chain is tangential at the boundary,
consistent also with the connectivity constraint.
These generalizations lead to even less symmetric

thermodynamically stable packings, taking the place of the
inverse spool ordering.34,35 In the case of no explicit inverse
spool symmetry requirement, Figure 3 shows the inverse spool
as well as packings of lesser symmetry that form if no specific
Ansatz for director configuratios is assumed. In fact, as we will
see later, this trend can eventually lead to configurations of no
explicit symmetry.
D. In Vitro vs In Viro. The existence of two mesophase

transitions in bulk DNA, OR → LH and LH → Ch in addition
to Ch → I transition, see Figure 2, coupled with the first
integral for encapsidated DNA for an inverse spool
configuration, brings forth interesting consequences for the
spatial organization of the viral genome. Disregarding the LH
→ OR transition, limited anyhow to extremely high DNA
densities, we remain with the first-order LH → Ch and Ch→ I.
Let us assume that the former one corresponds to an osmotic
pressure ptr, eq 9, equal to 6 atm for long Na-DNA, see Figure
2. The existence of a phase transition, with a possible
coexistence of the two phases, then leads to two possible
scenarios within the inverse spool model, as is clear from eq 19:
either the largest total osmotic pressure in the capsid is below
or above the transition osmotic pressure. In the former case

ρ≥ −p p k T p( )
L

Rtr
1
2 B 0

p bp
2 , where ρ0(p) is approximately given

by the solution of p0(ρ0) = p with R the radius of the capsid, the
encapsidated DNA inside the whole capsid is homogeneous in
t h e C h p h a s e . I n t h e l a t t e r c a s e , w i t h

ρ≤ −p p k T p( )
L

Rtr
1
2 B 0

p bp
2 , there exists a critical radial distance

from the inverse spool axis r⊥
c , given approximately as

ρ
=

−
⊥r

p p

k T
L

2( )

(p)
c 2 tr

B 0
p bp

(27)

and a phase coexistence between the LH and Ch (or Ch and I)
phases is indeed possible. Then the encapsidated DNA is not
ordered homogeneously but is partly in the high density (LH)
and partly in the low density (Ch) phase as shown in Figure 4.
Should there be more phases between the Ch and the OR
phase, there could be more coexistence regions within the
capsid (see Discussion). There are indeed strong indications
that DNA in the process of ejection could go through a
sequence of ordered phases.110,111 In these estimates, we
assumed that the free energies of both phases in equilibrium are
given by the same expression corresponding to the deformation
energy, eq 12. This is in general not the case, and a full
Landau−de Gennes form of the free-energy, f,̃ should be taken
into consideration consistently.33−35

The second case above is of course the more interesting one
as it allows for a two(multiple in general)-phase equilibrium of
encapsidated DNA. Assuming that DNA exhibits only LH and

Ch phases in the relevant regime of densities, see section II B,
there thus exists a phase boundary between these phases within
the capsid, indicated by a black vertical line in Figure 4, that has
the same assumed cylindrical symmetry as the density
distribution and the director of the encapsidated DNA. The
phase boundary is characterized by a discontinuous change in
the density, identical to the one observed in the bulk. The
nature of the phase diagram of DNA in the bulk thus has
immediate repercussions for the phase equilibria of encapsi-
dated DNA, splitting the inverse spool into two single-phase
regions.
However, the inverse spool Ansatz does not adequately

describe the conformation of encapsidated DNA in general.
Using the full Landau−de Gennes form of the nematic free-
energy density33−35 f(̃ρ,a, ∇a), eq 26, one can derive more
general encapsidated configurations that are possibly devoid of
any cylindrical symmetry and are of the general type observed
also in simulations.105,112 Because in this case the configuration
of the director and density fields can be quite complicated once
one incorporates the effects of the actual symmetry of the
capsid, as opposed to the idealized sphere, the coexistence
surface can partition the interior of the capsid in multiple phase
regions of the type observed recently by Leforestier et al.30,31 in
cryomicroscopy of the T5 bacteriophage. This observation
indicates that more complicated packing geometries can also be
realized, such as cholesteric and line hexatic monodomains
separated by phase coexistence walls, which in general do not
conform to the inverse-spool paradigm.105,112

Figure 5 shows a cross section through the encapsidated
DNA density and director field configurations for the case
where the deformation free energy is not given by the
simplified Franck−Oseen elastic energy eq 12 and the inverse
spool Ansatz, but it is obtained from the full unconstrained
minimization of the Landau−de Gennes free energy with the I
→ Ch phase coexistence.35 The free energy describes the first-
order phase transition with a density jump, as well as the
complete deformation free energy with cholesteric interaction
included.35 The corresponding director and density config-
uration is complicated and sometimes shows no discernible

Figure 4. Equatorial (perpendicular to the inverse spool axis)
normalized density profile as a function of the distance from the
inverse spool axis (r⊥). The inset shows the bulk EOS for 0.5 M NaCl,
taken from Figure 2 but with interchanged axes. The bulk Ch → LH
transition is then converted into a phase boudary showing a
discontinuity in the radial dependence of the DNA density ρ(r⊥). ρ0
is the value of the density at the capsid wall. Capsid radius was chosen
as R = 10 nm, and the length of DNA was taken as 15 μm.
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symmetry, see Figure 5, and could be described as a phase
mosaic configuration.

III. DISCUSSION
The main lessons of the foregoing discussion are 2-fold. First,
the behavior of encapsidated DNA mirrors closely the behavior
of bulk DNA solutions at the same bathing conditions:
temperature, type and concentration of salt, and osmotic
pressure. The form of the EOS depends on the density of DNA
and can be in fact written to the lowest order as a sum of terms
decaying exponentially with interaxial separation with different
decay lengths. At densities corresponding to the LH phase,
between 350 and 650 mg/mL, the EOS is composed of the
contribution of electrostatic and hydration interactions, with
decay lengths equal to the Debye length and the hydration
length, showing no entropic contributions due to very spatially
constrained conformational fluctuations of the DNAs. In the
Ch phase, extending below 350 mg/mL and then all the way to
the isotropic phase setting in at 13 mg/mL, conformational
fluctuations are pronounced and contribute essentially to the
EOS, changing the nature of its dependence on the DNA
density in a way to enhance the range of the underlying bare
interactions, showing dominant entropic terms that decay with
four times the Debye length and hydration length. The
transition between the Ch and the LH phases, in the range of
densities relevant also for the DNA encapsidation, is first-order
and demonstrates the existence of structural adaptations of
DNA helices to the stronger hydration and electrostatic
interactions at larger densities.37 Second, within a continuum
nematic droplet model the bulk EOS part derived from osmotic
stress measurements contains the full DNA−DNA interaction
energy together with the confinement entropy as clearly
pointed out by Ben-Shaul recently.79 One can also derive that
the effect of the deformation of the encapsidated DNA, as seen
in the first integral of the equilibrium equations, is to introduce

another local curvature dependent term to the effective osmotic
pressure. This in general modifies the total osmotic pressure of
encapsidated DNA amplifying it in proportion to the elastic
deformation free-energy density. Elastic stresses also allow for a
coexistence of the Ch and LH phases within the capsid. Within
the simple inverse spool model, the coexistence surface is
cylindrical, but the model can be in general much more
complicated when details of the capsid symmetry and molecular
shape of its inner surface are taken into account.
Apart from the changes in the EOS wrought by the presence

of condensing polyions that we did not discuss,37 there are
other details and additional features that we also did not
explicitly take into consideration. The length of DNA
profoundly changes the phase diagram of DNA. There are
indications8 that for solutions of short 50 nm DNA fragments,
apart from the Ch phase, the LH phase region actually
decomposes into two (meso)phases: the 2D hexagonal
columnar liquid crystalline phase, at densities in the range of
534−443 mg/mL, and the 3D hexagonal columnar crystalline
phase, at densities in the range of 443−380 mg/mL. Different
mesophases can then actually coexist in a T5 bacteriophage
either spatially or temporally when it undergoes progressive
ejection and the length of encapsidated DNA decreases.111 In
the language introduced above, we could say that there may be
multiple coexistence surfaces within the encapsidated genome
separating different mesophases at different densities. This
would lead to phase mosaic as opposed to monophase inverse
spool configurations of the encapsidated genome with a
complicated coexistence of different DNA (meso)phases within
the capsid. Furthermore, the pronounced conformational
fluctuations of DNA, which determine the EOS in the Ch
phase in the bulk, will be suppressed by the capsid walls. A
similar effect of boundary layer fluctuation suppression in lipid
bilayers leads to the s.c. “vapor pressure paradox”.113,114

The line of reasoning presented above depends on the
continuum modelisation that could be of course subject to
criticism and could be invalidated at a less coarse-grained level.
While this criticism could be relevant, one should not gloss over
different types of drawbacks of at first sight “exact” results
provided by the simulation approach.115−118 The weakest part
of the simulation studies are the assumed model forms of the
complicated DNA−DNA interaction potentials that as a rule
compare poorly with the measured interaction potentials.119

This is especially the case for the hydration interaction
potentials, due to water structuring, which are not properly
taken into account in any simulation. The question of
molecular and atomic potentials is thus far from settled and
could eventually invalidate all the interim results purporting to
illuminate and surpass the obviously flawed continuum
approach which can be expected to be qualitatively relevant,
if not quantitatively predictive, in many contexts of the
nanoscale science.120
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